
                 Product Preview 

CMX138A 
Audio Scrambler and Sub-audio Signalling Processor 

The CMX138A is a  half-duplex audio scrambler and sub-audio signalling processor for analogue two-

way radio applications. This makes it a suitable device for the leisure radio markets (FRS, MURS, 

PMR446 and GMRS). 

This device provides a user programmable frequency inversion audio scrambler with compander and 

pre/de-emphasis  performing simultaneous processing of sub-audio and in-band signalling. Other 

features include: an auxiliary ADC channel and auxiliary DAC interface (with optional RAMDAC) to 

facilitate transmitter power ramping. The device has flexible powersaving modes and is available in a 

28-pin (E1) TSSOP package. 

This product supersedes the CMX138. 

Features 
 

 Programmable audio scrambler 

 Auxiliary ADC and DAC 

 C-BUS serial control/data interface to host 

µcontroller 

 Two analogue inputs (Mic and discriminator) 

 Selectable audio processing order 

 CTCSS and DCS sub-audio signalling 

 Programmable in-band tone encoder and 

decoder 

 Auxiliary system clock output 

 Full audio-band processing: 

 - Pre and de-emphasis 

 - Compander 

 - Scrambler 

 - Selectable 2.55 and 3.0 kHz filters 

 CMX138A 

 Single-point modulation Tx output 

 Flexible powersave mode 

 

Applications 

 Leisure radio system: 

 - FRS, MURS, PMR446 and GMRS 

 

Supply Requirement 

 3.0 to 3.6V 
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CML Microcircuits Benefits 
Faster time to market 

Developing proven high performance and field tested ASSP ICs, CML is helping 

engineers to cope with increasing  

pressure in delivering shorter project design cycles. 

Design flexibility 

CML’s FirmASIC® reconfigurable technology with the use of a Function Image 

upload enables a single hardware platform to be used for multiple 

communications systems. 

High Quality 

With 100% of products being tested before shipping,  

customers are assured of the highest reliability. 

Product Longevity 

Designing with CML products, manufacturers are rewarded with longer 

product life cycles and a stable BOM, ensuring minimum engineering costs 

and maximum profit. 

Low Power 

Being at the forefront of low power chip technology, manufacturers can 

develop smaller equipment with extended battery life. 

 

Superior Support 

Internal and field based applications teams worldwide  

provide focused customer support to ease the development process. 
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